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ŠKODA RS models: Sporty by tradition

› The RS designation was added to the 180 RS and 200 RS rally prototypes for the first time 
in 1974

› The Czech carmaker’s sporty production models have also featured the acronym 
since 2000 

› The RS portfolio currently includes the OCTAVIA RS, OCTAVIA RS iV, KODIAQ RS and 
the all-electric ENYAQ COUPÉ RS iV 

› The FABIA RS Rally2 model designation forges a link to the legendary ‘Monte’ winner, 
the ŠKODA 130 RS

Mladá Boleslav, 10 October 2022 – RS – these two letters have been synonymous with ‘Rally
Sport’ and high performance at ŠKODA for around 50 years. The Czech car manufacturer is 
set on continuing its series of successes in the Rally2 category with the FABIA RS Rally2 – 
the newest member of ŠKODA’s RS family. Since 2000, the designation has also been used 
to denote the company’s sporty production models. The current portfolio includes the 
OCTAVIA RS and OCTAVIA RS iV with plug-in hybrid drive, as well as the KODIAQ RS SUV 
and the all-electric ENYAQ COUPÉ RS iV. The RS models highlight how motorsport and 
production vehicles mutually benefit from transferring technology.

Johannes Neft, ŠKODA AUTO Board Member for Technical Development, says: “RS – at 
ŠKODA, these two letters symbolise decades of motorsport tradition and countless victories on the 
international race tracks and rally circuits. As a new member of the RS family, the new FABIA RS 
Rally2 has all the credentials to continue this success story. At the same time, our RS production 
models have delivered outstanding performance and sportiness for over 20 years.”

RS – Motorsport success ‘made in Mladá Boleslav’
Short for ‘Rally Sport’, ŠKODA first introduced the ‘RS’ designation for the ŠKODA 180 RS and 
200 RS rally prototypes in 1974. The car manufacturer presented the legendary 130 RS in 1975, 
and it still holds a special place in the company’s history, owing to its numerous motorsport 
successes. Developed for racing, the two-door coupé based on the ŠKODA 110 R series model 
weighs just 720 kilograms thanks to its lightweight construction with body parts made of aluminium 
(roof and outer skin of the doors) and glass fibre-reinforced GRP plastic (wings and front bonnet). 
By 1983, the rear-wheel drive model with a 140 hp 1.3-litre engine had celebrated numerous 
successes on the international rally tracks and circuits. In 1977, the ŠKODA 130 RS, also known as
the ‘Porsche of the East’, finished first and second in its class at the legendary Monte Carlo Rally 
and also won the Acropolis Rally. On the circuit, it clinched overall victory in the European Touring 
Car Championship in 1981.
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FABIA RS Rally2 recalls the successes of the 130 RS
In its model designation, the current FABIA RS Rally2 recalls the successes of the 130 RS and 
brings the legendary combination of letters back to the rally track. The successor to the 
FABIA Rally2 evo, the most successful rally car in its category, benefits from the best-in-class 
aerodynamics of the current fourth-generation FABIA production model as well as its particularly 
rigid body. Its new 1.6-litre turbo engine is based on the 2.0 TSI from the EA888 engine series that 
ŠKODA also installs in the OCTAVIA RS and KODIAQ RS. 

Best-selling OCTAVIA – the first RS production model
For more than two decades, ŠKODA has also been using the designation for the sporty 
range-topping versions of some production vehicles. Debuting in 2000, the ŠKODA OCTAVIA 
RS featured a 132 kW (180 hp) 1.8-litre turbo engine, sports suspension and a striking rear spoiler. 
It was initially available as a saloon, with a COMBI version launched two years later. Since then, 
ŠKODA has also offered RS versions of both OCTAVIA body variants. The second-generation 
OCTAVIA RS, introduced in 2005, came with a 2.0 TFSI petrol engine generating 147 kW (200 hp).
In addition, the range was expanded to include a 2.0-litre 125 kW (170 hp) diesel engine. The first 
time the 135 kW (184 hp) 2.0 TDI was also available in combination with all-wheel drive was in the 
third OCTAVIA RS released in 2013. The output of the 2.0 TSI petrol engine increased from the 
original 162 kW (220 hp) to 180 kW (245 hp) during its production period. The fourth generation 
introduced in 2020 brought with it the first-ever OCTAVIA RS iV with plug-in hybrid drive, offering 
a 180 kW (245 hp) system output.

Development of the RS model portfolio
On the heels of the first OCTAVIA RS’ success, ŠKODA expanded the RS family in 2003 to include
a FABIA RS, featuring a 1.9 TDI engine with a 96 kW (130 hp) output. In 2010, the company 
launched the RS variant of the second-generation FABIA. The 132 kW (180 hp) 1.4-litre petrol 
engine had dual-charging via a compressor and turbocharger, with a 7-speed DSG providing the 
power transmission. The FABIA RS was also available as a COMBI for the first time. Released in 
2018, the KODIAQ RS became the first SUV model in the ŠKODA RS family. The seven-seater 
initially sported a 2.0 TDI with biturbo charging, delivering 176 kW (240 hp). Since the 2021 model 
revision, the KODIAQ RS has been powered by a 2.0 TSI 180 kW (245 hp) petrol engine. The 
brand’s first all-electric RS model, the ENYAQ COUPÉ RS iV, joined the range in 2022. With a 
system output of 220 kW (299 hp)*, it is currently ŠKODA’s most powerful production model. And 
in the near future, ŠKODA will be adding another model to the RS family. 

ENYAQ COUPÉ RS iV – ŠKODA’s current top model
Topping the current model range, the ENYAQ COUPÉ RS iV offers a comprehensive range of 
standard equipment, including its Crystal Face with 131 LEDs lighting up the vertical ribs of the 
ŠKODA grille as well as a horizontal light strip. All four wheels are driven by two electric motors. 
These accelerate ŠKODA’s first all-electric RS model from 0 to 100 km/h in just 6.5 seconds, with 
a top speed of 180 km/h.

The Design Selections RS Lounge and RS Suite are available for the interior of the 
ENYAQ COUPÉ RS iV. The black seats in the RS Lounge design selection are upholstered in 
Suedia microfibre and feature lime-coloured piping and contrast stitching. The contrast stitching on 
the heated leather multifunction sports steering wheel bearing the RS badge is in the same colour. 
Black Suedia with decorative stitching is also featured on the dashboard. The optional Design 
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Selection RS Suite adds visual highlights with black perforated leather, grey piping and contrast 
stitching, featured not only on the seats but also on the multifunction sports leather steering wheel. 
The leather-look dashboard also sports contrast stitching.

* Maximum electrical power of 220 kW: maximum power determined in accordance with UN-GTR.21 that can be engaged for a 
maximum of 30 seconds. The power available in individual driving situations depends on various factors, including the external 
temperature, the age of the high-voltage battery as well as its temperature, charge level and condition. The maximum power is 
only available if the temperature of the high-voltage battery is between 23 and 50°C and its charge level exceeds 88%. The 
maximum power may not be available unless these parameters are met. The battery temperature can to a certain degree be 
influenced indirectly via the stationary air conditioning function, and the charge level can be set in the vehicle. The currently 
available power is shown on the vehicle’s driving performance screen. To optimally maintain the capacity of the high-voltage 
battery, a charging target of 80% is recommended for everyday use (this can be changed to 100% before long-distance 
journeys, for example).

Further information:
Vítězslav Kodym Zbyněk Straškraba
Head of Product Communications Product Communications
T +420 326 811 784 T +420 326 811 785
vitezslav.kodym@skoda-auto.cz zbynek.straskraba@skoda-auto.cz

ŠKODA Media Room

skoda-storyboard.com 

Download 
the ŠKODA Media Room app

Follow us at twitter.com/skodaautonews for all the latest news. All the 
content on ŠKODA’s RS models can be found at #SkodaRS.
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ŠKODA Motorsport: 
› ŠKODA has been active in motorsport since 1901, garnering success in rallies as well as circuit racing. 
› Highlights include winning the 1981 European Touring Car Championship (ETCC) with the ŠKODA 130 RS. 
› In recent years, the ŠKODA FABIA celebrated numerous successes for the Czech manufacturer on rally stages 

worldwide. From 2009 to 2014, the ŠKODA FABIA S2000 (2.0 naturally aspirated engine, four-wheel drive) secured 
50 international titles and national rally championships. The ŠKODA FABIA S2000 also helped to win the FIA 
European Rally Championship (ERC) and the Intercontinental Rally Challenge (IRC) three times each. 

› The ŠKODA FABIA R5 (1.6 turbo engine, four-wheel drive) continued the S2000’s success story in 2015. In 
subsequent years, ŠKODA Motorsport factory drivers took multiple titles in the FIA World Rally Championship’s 
support category WRC2/WRC2 Pro with the models ŠKODA FABIA R5 (Rally2) and ŠKODA FABIA Rally2 evo. 
Titles went to Jan Kopecký (CZE), Esapekka Lappi (FIN), Pontus Tidemand (SWE), Kalle Rovanperä (FIN)). 
Supported by ŠKODA Motorsport, Toksport WRT became Team Champion of the WRC2 category in 2020. 

› ŠKODA Motorsport customer teams have also secured titles in the FIA World Rally Championship (WRC), the FIA 
European Rally Championship (ERC) and the FIA African Rally Championship (ARC), the North and Central 
American Rally Championship (NACAM), the South American Rally Championship (CODASUR) and the Asia-Pacific
Rally Championship (APRC). 

› In 2021, Andreas Mikkelsen (NOR, Toksport WRT) took the WRC2 Drivers’ Championship and the FIA European 
Rally Championship overall at the wheel of a ŠKODA FABIA Rally2 evo. 

› By October 2022, the ŠKODA FABIA R5 (Rally2) and ŠKODA FABIA Rally2 evo had secured over 1,900 victories 
and more than 4,650 podium positions in 65 countries. 

ŠKODA AUTO 
› is successfully steering through the new decade with the NEXT LEVEL – ŠKODA STRATEGY 2030.
› aims to be one of the five best-selling brands in Europe by 2030 with an attractive line-up in the entry-level segments

and additional e-models.
› is emerging as the leading European brand in important growth markets such as India and North Africa.
› currently offers its customers twelve passenger-car series: the FABIA, RAPID, SCALA, OCTAVIA and SUPERB as 

well as the KAMIQ, KAROQ, KODIAQ, ENYAQ iV, ENYAQ COUPÉ iV, SLAVIA and KUSHAQ.
› delivered over 870,000 vehicles to customers around the world in 2021. 
› has been a member of the Volkswagen Group for 30 years. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful 

vehicle manufacturers in the world. 
› independently manufactures and develops not only vehicles but also components such as engines and 

transmissions in association with the Group.
› operates at three sites in the Czech Republic; has additional production capacities in China, Russia, Slovakia and 

India primarily through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine with a local partner. 
› employs 45,000 people globally and is active in over 100 markets.
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